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INTRODUCTION

As a proud B Corporation, Luxtra Limited does not tolerate modern slavery or human
trafficking within its organisation nor its supply chains. This statement sets out the steps taken
to identify the areas within the business that may be exposed to these risks and how it
ensures they are eliminated, as far as possible.

COMPANY STRUCTURE

Luxtra Ltd is a direct-to-consumer fashion accessories brand based in London, with
manufacturing taking place in Florence, Italy. The company’s headquarters is Fitzrovia,
London. The company is comprised of the founder, with 1 full-time employee and 1 part-time
employee.

SUPPLY CHAINS

Key Operations: UK
Our domestic supply chain includes product and service businesses to assist both our own
business and our customers. These comprise:

o Suppliers of professional services (software & IT, legal, accountancy, insurance,
personal assistant, coaching etc)

o Packaging suppliers
o Brand and marketing professionals
o Logistics fulfilment partner

Whenever possible, Luxtra works with companies owned by sole founders (often other
female founders) to support these small businesses to flourish. This approach has the added
benefit of dramatically shortening the supply chain and hugely reduces the likelihood of
human trafficking or modern slavery being present in the supply chain. 

The largest of our key domestic suppliers is our fulfilment and logistics supplier: Carrier Direct
Marketing (CDM). We chose CDM specifically for the environmentally and ethically driven
ethos of the company. Having visited their premises, we were highly satisfied that staff
working hours and conditions were very good. The team works regular hours and takes all

https://carrierdirectmarketing.co.uk/
https://carrierdirectmarketing.co.uk/


relevant holidays. CDM prides themselves on working with many other ethical brands and
this influenced our decision to work with the company vs. other options. 

Manufacturing: Italy
All of Luxtra’s manufacturing occurs in Italy. Our partner  Cristian SPA received and agreed to
Luxtra’s Supplier Code Of Conduct which specifically states that we do "not tolerate slavery,
servitude, forced or compulsory labour, or human trafficking in our supply chain."  The
company has guaranteed that no forms of modern slavery exist within their organisations.

Of course, as we all know, words and pieces of paper can sometimes mean very little in the
real world. For this reason (pre-pandemic) Luxtra visited Cristian on a regular basis, visiting
the manufacturing ateliers of and meeting most of the staff. Of course, we are not trained
experts, not knowing in detail the signs to look out for indicating modern slavery or forced
labour, however we did not receive that impression. Cristian SPA, works with many very
well-known global fashion brands, which adds credibility to their manufacturing professional
integrity.

Raw materials (textiles): Italy, The Philippines, Mexico
All the materials with which Luxtra works are made in Italy except for Piñatex and Desserto
(cactus leather), which are addressed below. We have applied the same above process with
these suppliers (visits, questions, Codes of Conduct), so we will not repeat it here verbatim.

Regarding Piñatex - their raw materials are purchased from pineapple farmers in the
Philippines and processed in Spain. The company is UK based and also a B Corporation,
which means their ethical standards are very high.

Regarding Desserto - it is the only supplier that Luxtra has not visited in person. Apart from
the fact that their company is very small, we have placed trust in the manifold awards,
recognitions, certifications and compliance accolades received by Desserto as our initial
insurance that the company is as ethical through and through as they make it out to be.  

Raw materials (metal hardware): Italy
Luxtra’s hardware (chains, clasps) and zips are manufactured in Italy.

As per the above methodologies, we have visited the Italian manufacturer many times. The
company however supply top tier luxury fashion brands which we have again tacitly taken as
a stamp of approval for their professional processes. 

Luxtra’s hardware however is the area in our supply chain that most requires our attention.
The origins of the metals (i.e. where and by who they are mined and first processed) is
unclear, and not for a lack of asking. We are at the time of writing investigating this area of our

https://www.cristianspa.com/azienda/
https://www.ananas-anam.com/
https://desserto.com.mx/


supply chain with vigour and will update this document as and when we have conclusive
answers.

Nevertheless, as part of our design philosophy, Luxtra's designs deliberately minimise the
amount of hardware used precisely to minimise this area of our supply chain.

POLICY ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING & MODERN SLAVERY

The company has examined the risk of modern slavery within Luxtra’s supply chain and
considers the risk within the UK to be low. In our supply chain abroad however, there is a
low-medium chance that modern slavery may touch the extraction of metals that are used in
our hardware.

As we continue our investigation into the earlier stages of our supply chain, we reiterate our
commitment to conducting our business with honesty and the highest level of integrity.

DUE DILIGENCE

As outlined above, Luxtra takes great care in choosing the suppliers with which we work. We
privilege building relationships with companies that share our overarching values and
commitment to improving the welfare of humans, the animal kingdom and the wider
environment.

In the event that we become aware of a modern slavery or trafficking issue with our supply
chain, we will take immediate action to remedy the situation.

ACTION POINTS

We have begun the first steps, venturing upstream and hope to be able to shed light on each
stage. As outlined in our 2021-22 B Corp Impact Report (link here) our steps for the coming
period are as follows:

OVERARCHING GOAL:

By March 31, 2023, identify Tier 3 suppliers for metal hardware, threads and outer
materials.

SUB-GOALS:

1) Discuss with Mabel SRL (apple leather supplier), asking for more information on
their chemicals and other raw material inputs.
DUE DATE: JULY 2022

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0023/5821/4703/files/LUXTRA-Annual.Impact.Report-2021-22-redacted_compressed.pdf?v=1652538762


2) Speak to Raccagni (metal zips) asking about modern slavery and raw material
sourcing.
DUE DATE: SEPTEMBER 2022

3) Ask Civico 30 (Tier 1) from whom they purchase metal components and contact that
company(s) to better understand supply chain sourcing.
DUE DATE: SEPTEMBER 2022

4) Identify a further 5 key raw materials suppliers and ask about the origin of their raw
material inputs.
DUE DATE: SEPTEMBER 2022

Jessica Kruger
Founder & Director, Luxtra Ltd


